
Comfortable
Our airway clearance vest uses a unique

open system design with “active inflate -

active deflate,” making deep and easy

breaths possible at home, without the

assistance of a loved one or caregiver.

Easy to Use
The SmartVest garment’s Velcro‑like

closures, soft‑touch fabric, and single‑hose

design help simplify your therapy, so you can

focus on breathing easier and living better,

whether you’re at home or on the go.

Convenient
Your therapy protocols can be programmed

for daily use, eliminating the hassle of

resetting your device. The one‑touch start

button makes vest therapy a breeze.

Beneficial:

When I got [SmartVest], things
changed.

GEORGIA

COPD

Read Georgia's Story ›

What Makes SmartVest
Better for HFCWO Therapy?

The SmartVest SQL system is thoughtfully designed to make
therapy safe, comfortable, and easy to use independently.1

How to Customize Your
Therapy Vest

With more than 200 unique styles, colors, and fit combinations,
your SmartVest is easily customizable and is delivered directly
to your front door.
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Loosens, thins, and propels mucus toward larger airways

where it can be more readily coughed out, as the body is

intended to do naturally.

The SmartVest system is reimbursable by private insurance,

Medicare, state medical assistance, or the U.S. Department of

Veterans Affairs.

On average, SmartVest users do two 30-minute treatments per

day, typically when they wake up and before going to bed.

Reduces hospitalizations, emergency department visits, and

the need for antibiotics*

Easy-to-travel-with wheeled carrier, classified as a carry-on

luggage.

Machine washable microfiber garment is available in eight

different sizes to accommodate chest circumferences ranging

from 16 to 52 inches.

SmartVest Connect™ wireless connectivity to stay in contact

with your healthcare team and manage progress.

The SmartVest system is distributed around the world, has

built-in power converter and can be used with standard travel

plug adapter.

Made in the USA and lifetime warranty.

Product Details

Purple Red Blue Pink

Camo Pink Camo Black

Gray Blue Red Bright Blue

Lightweight:

We love that the SmartVest is
easy to travel with!

JILLIAN, MOM OF ZACKERY AND
CHRISTIAN

Cystic Fibrosis (CF)

Connected:

SmartVest Connect helps me
tailor treatment to what my

patients are truly doing.

JENNIFER TREADWELL, CPMP

Beneficial:

We are so thankful for the
respiratory doctor that used

SmartVest for a non-traditional
problem.

HEATHER

Your HFCWO Therapy Just
Got Smarter

Keep up with your HFCWO therapy without missing a beat with
SmartVest Connect! Manage your daily performance on the go,
easily log sessions, track performance goals, and collaborate
with your healthcare team right from your computer.

Learn More About SmartVest Connect

“SmartVest Connect helps me tailor
treatment to what my patients are truly
doing.” – Jennifer Treadwell, CPMP.
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Engineered and Built in Minnesota
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Making life’s important moments possible—
one breath at a time®

500 Sixth Avenue NW
New Prague, MN 56071

Phone 800.462.1045
Fax 866.758.5077

“SmartVest,” “SQL,” “SmartVest Wrap,” and “Making life’s important

moments possible—one breath at a time” are registered trademarks of

Electromed, Inc. “SmartVest Connect” is a trademark of Electromed,

Inc. Any other trademarks cited are the property of their respective

owners.
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Quiet

60 DECIBELS

Overall the quietest HFCWO generator in the

current market, the SmartVest SQL system is about

as silent as moderate rainfall. It’s so quiet you can

do it in the comfort of your home without

disturbing loved ones.

Comfortable

91% DECOMPRESSION

SmartVest SQL delivers a greater percent

decompression than other HFCWO devices, which

allows users to breathe easier during vest therapy

and experience a more comfortable treatment,

making it an effective long-term treatment plan to

follow.

Lightweight

16 POUNDS

Take your HFCWO therapy on the go with the

lightest HFCWO generator on the market! The

SmartVest SQL weighs less than 16 pounds–about

as much as two gallons of milk. Travel with your

SmartVest around town or across the country.

Simplify Your HFCWO
Therapy

The SmartVest allows you to plug in and begin

therapy instantly!

Collaborative

Leave notes for your healthcare team, share

therapy performance, and rate your experience for

your doctor.

Insightful

Monitor easy-to-read goal reports for an in-depth

look at each session’s performance to see trends

and track personal achievements

Using SmartVestUsing SmartVest

Experience the Life
Changing Benefits of
SmartVest

Get back to doing the activities you love and find symptom
relief from your chronic lung condition by using a HFCWO
therapy device that fits your lifestyle.

The SmartVest Airway Clearance System delivers rapidly
repeating pulses of air that gently squeeze and release the upper
body, causing mucus to loosen, thin, and propel towards major
airways, where it's easier to cough out.

With each therapy session, your body receives the support it
needs to breathe easier, so you can get back to enjoying your
favorite activities.

“After a week of using SmartVest, I have
resumed walking. I feel like I have a second
chance at life.” - Ted

Request a Patient Packet Today

How Does SmartVest Work?
SmartVest supports your body’s natural breathing process
through a comfortable, easy-to-use HFCWO therapy device that
helps clear the lungs of mucus and relieve your bronchiectasis
symptoms, so you spend more time feeling your best.

Learn more
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